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US-led War of Terror Against Syria, Attrition
Terrorism Phase
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The  US-led  war  of  terror  against  Syria  continues  its  most  recent  attacks  via  attrition
terrorism, the brutal form of slow genocide against the Syrian citizenry. Yesterday, NATO
countries beloved ‘armed moderates’ attacked a phosphate freight train in eastern Homs.

***

The phosphate freight train in the eastern Homs countryside was attacked 21 July by a
sabotage terrorist,  which led  to  the towing of  the locomotive,  the passenger  car,  the
calibration truck, the phosphate tanks, the fire in the locomotive, the train crew were injured
and the necessary treatment and treatment provided. The Ministry of Transport said in a
statement received by SANA copy that terrorists infiltrated the site of the railway between
the positions of the gap and insight and planted an explosive device on the train line next to
the phosphate mines in the region of Khnevis in the eastern Homs. The ministry indicated
that its technical workshops have begun work to remove the damage caused by the terrorist
attack, repair the railway and resume transport operations.

As the sons and daughters of Syrians — the Syrian Arab Army — continue to make military
gains to cleanse every inch of the Republic from foreign-owned savages, attrition terrorism
has seen a massive spike, in recent weeks.

In less than one month, oil and gas pipelines have been sabotaged around the country:

22  June,  undersea  pipelines  from  tankers  to  the  Baniyas  Refinery  were  cut.
Though Syrian engineers and technicians were able to quickly make repairs, oil
pollution traveled 26km. It is noteworthy that MSM, UN, and ecology activists
were all mute over this near disaster, but that NATO-media came to life to cheer
the English royal thugs piracy against an Iranian tanker that was suspected of
carrying crude to the SAR (warmongering media now screeching that the EU is
screeching about a Brit tanker boarded by the government of Iran, in compliance
with international  law).  Empire media also remains mute over the economic
terrorism euphemistically called ‘sanctions‘ imposed against the Syrian people.
14  July,  NATO  and  Gulfie  armed  savages  engaged  in  attrition  terrorism,
sabotaging the al Shaer Gas pipeline in Homs, which was almost immediately
repaired.

Though the warmonger media of NATO countries have ignored the recent spike in attrition
terrorism against Syria’s essential infrastructure, they have continued to pimp out emotional
war porn, breaching Nuremberg Principle VI, crimes against humanity: On 11 July, Channel 4
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ran a report that could fit into an insanity screenwriting genre.

AFP again is demanding its readers engage in Hollywood suspension of disbelief;  while
ignoring the atrocities against Syria, today it shamelessly runs another photo, one of an
ongoing series of miracles in the lives of the stethoscope-less, CPR-less, spinal precautions-
less death squad fake paramedics.

Here we have yet another photo of man ‘rescued from the rubble.’ As with every other
similar photograph, this man has no crushing injuries — which would be expected if  a
bombed building fell on him. He is fully ambulatory and is able to move all extremities. He
has nicely painted the shade of Helmets Gray Rubble, and his hair was coiffed before having
been painted.

Another miraculous Zombie Man rescue. No crushing injuries. Fully ambulatory.
This absurdity — or another in ongoing miracles — is not quite as ludicrous as other Helmets

Productions, shown here.

Attrition  terrorism  is  not  limited  to  the  wanton,  criminal  destruction  of  essential
infrastructure. Attrition terrorism includes ‘brain drain’ assassinations; in the early days,
when all of al Qaeda in Syria was FSA, these ‘moderates’ murdered professors, physicians,
and heads of hospitals, while NATO media remained silent. Attrition terrorism includes trying
to destroy joy, as was attempted with the terror bombing of the Damascus Fair in 2017, and
more recently, in the mortar attacks on Aleppo, as the city celebrates its rebuilding, creation
of a mini-renaissance.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Featured image: US/EU supported terrorists attacked phosphate train in Homs, latest crime in terrorist
attrition. (Source: SANA)
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